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Powder densification modeling of the Spark Plasma 
Sintering process
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Spark-Plasma-Sintering Process

Joule Heating

Powder compaction

> The powder is place between two punches in a die.

> The pulsed current generator create a Joule
heating of the powder.

> An external pressure is applied that highly amplify 
The powder densification kinetics.

> Microstructure control and very low sintering time: 
few min with SPS, hours with HP



Electrical Model: Thermal Model:

Mechanical Model: Porous creep

Current Eq: Heat Eq:

Olevsky Model                          Or                            Abouaf Model

>Stress tensor:

> Equivalent creep 
parameters:

> Functions of the 
porosity:

Grain growth law (Olevsky):

 Joule heating
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> The base of the mechanic part of the problem already exist in the structural 
mechanic module.

> To implement the creep behavior law, we use the Nonlinear materials module. 

> The mass conservation equation and the grain grow law need to be create. 

> With these last points the base of the powder 
densification model is implemented. The modeling 
of the Joule Heating can be easily implemented 
with the Joule heating module. 

Powder compaction



End of sintering

> Problem of thickness differences

> Simple geometry

> Complex shape with thickness difference

End of sintering

=> uniform densification

=> density differences



> A practical case

High thickness differences  Density                       
differences

Density in final stage of sintering: Complex shaped part

A complex shaped part 
with a hole and 
thickness differences

Complex part obtained by 
free sintering (SCT®)



We introduce a ring of powder to 
allow the upper part to move 
down and homogenize the density

> The use of a sacrificial materials

Final density

> The complex part is 
now totally dense

Without treatment



> The implementation of the powder sintering without script is

possible using the structural and nonlinear module

> This model show that in complex shape a high thickness

difference imply at end of cycle high density differences.

> A sacrificial material can be use to correct the thickness

difference



Thank you for your attention







The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient have a Arrhenius form.

*  E.A.Olevsky, C.Garcia-Cardona, W.L.Bradbury, C.D.Haines, D.G.Martin, D.Kapoor. 

Fundamental aspects of spark plasma sintering II: Finite element analysis of 

scalability. Journal of American ceramic society 95 (2012) 2414-2422. 

*







> Electric contact is 
responsible for a global 
warming of the system

> Thermal contact 
explains the localized 
heating of the papyex

> Correct the thermal 
conductivity in plane of 
Papyex creates a hot 
spot.
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x11

> Considering these three parameters it is possible to 
adjust the modeling temperature with the experiment.
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